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Foreword
CCEA has developed new specifications which comply with criteria for GCSE qualifications.  
The specimen assessment materials accompanying new specifications are provided to give 
centres guidance on the structure and character of the planned assessments in advance of 
the first assessment.  It is intended that the specimen assessment materials contained in 
this booklet will help teachers and students to understand, as fully as possible, the markers’ 
expectations of candidates’ responses to the types of tasks and questions set at GCSE level.  
These specimen assessment materials should be used in conjunction with CCEA’s GCSE 
Art and Design specification.
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Component 1:  Part B Investigating the Creative and Cultural Industries

How to use this booklet

These tasks provide opportunities for students to investigate and engage with the creative and 
cultural industries.  Teachers should plan their course based on the resources and expertise 
available to them.  The examples in this booklet can be adapted to suit the school context and 
local resources, for example planned school events, trips, local art centres, heritage sites and 
environment, businesses or industry.  Teachers can choose to deliver this part of the course as 
a set assignment to the whole teaching group, or as a range of set tasks that individual students 
can choose from.

Each student must complete one of the following:

1 An investigation into an artist, designer, movement or other aspect of art and design 
leading to a personal response.

2 A response to a design brief or visual arts commission.

3 Participation in a collaborative project with a clearly defined role leading to an 
outcome which can be presented for individual assessment.

Candidates will develop an awareness of the different working practices and roles in the 
creative and cultural industries that contribute to the production of art, craft and design.  They 
will develop an understanding of the purpose, intentions and functions of art, craft and design, 
and how this impacts on their own work.

This booklet offers suggested starting points for each of the three tasks.  

1 Research-based Investigation 

 Students undertake research into an artist, designer, craft practitioner, creative practice or 
art movement relevant to their own chosen area(s) of interest/practice/study.  The research 
should inform the development of an outcome by the student.

 Starting points

• A comparison of selected work from two different periods
• A comparison of two different approaches to drawing, printmaking, painting, sculpture 

or design with visual examples, critical analysis and personal appraisal
• A study of one movement in art and design
• A study of a contemporary artist, designer or craft practitioner
• A visual and annotated record of an exhibition visit
• An exploration into how different artists respond to the same theme
• An exploration into a specific textiles technique e.g. how artists/cultures have used 

applique or batik in different ways, referring to specific examples
• A comparison exploring how two different photographers convey feelings and 

meanings in their images
• A comparison of lino and wood cutting in printmaking based on the work of named 

artists
• Research into the visual language of sculpture based on a specific practitioner or 

movement
• Research into a 20th century designer
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• The use of techniques in ceramics e.g. sgraffito, slab work, coiling, throwing and 
carving

• The use of materials in painting e.g. oils, watercolours, gouache, encaustic, acrylic
• A practical study exploring how named artists or designers use digital media
• The media, materials, techniques and processes used by a single practitioner.

 Research can include:
 

• first-hand insight into the practices of individuals, or organisations within the creative 
and cultural industries appropriate to their area (s) of study;

• a museum or gallery visit; or
•  appropriate and credible texts and images from books, journals and the Internet. 

 Research can include written and practical responses to the work of others (for example 
drawings, thumbnails and experiments with processes and techniques).

 Students should use their research to inspire experimentation and to inform and develop 
their own ideas as they work towards producing their outcome(s).  Their work can reflect 
current art, craft and design practice and, where relevant, new media developments.  

 Their completed outcome should be presented with their research.  The research should 
be presented in a suitable and relevant format.  This might be a visual work book or 
portfolio, an annotated journal or sketchbook, written illustrated study, PowerPoint, a video 
with a soundtrack, website or installed presentation.
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2 Design Brief or Visual Arts Commission

 Students create original work in response to a design brief or visual arts commission.  
This can be from this booklet, one devised and written by the teacher, or it can be in 
collaboration with a client.  Students use primary and secondary sources as a starting 
point for the development of their ideas leading to an appropriate response or resolution.  
The ‘design process’ or ‘design cycle’ can be used as the model for working, and students 
should consider client needs and expectations throughout.

 Students should produce as appropriate, layouts, illustrations, samples, sketchbooks, 
digital media experiments, thumbnail sketches, typographic exploration, maquettes, 
models, elevations, storyboards and contextual references.

 Example Design briefs

• Design a poster for a new film, starting with research into industry examples and/or the 
history of poster design

• Create a specific brand identity for a local coffee house
• Design an advertising leaflet/postcard for a 1950’s Vintage/Retro shop
• Design a book cover for a new children’s picture book
• Create a series of illustrations for a book or short story in any medium
• Design a brand identity for a photographer/printmaker/visual arts practitioner
• Design and create a surface pattern inspired by birds or wildlife, and create two 

sample items for an interior furnishings range e.g. cushion cover or wallpaper
• Create a typographic alphabet for a wall in a local primary school
• Design a toy with wheels for a specific age group; ensure that the use of materials and 

the design are appropriate to age group
• Design and create a commemorative sculpture, vessel or trophy that reflects an aspect 

of the school’s history or community
• Design a set of tiles which reflect a culture.  Plan how they interconnect to be 

presented as a set.

 Expanded example 

 Design the graphics for a magazine or web page to promote an event, to provide 
information and communicate mood/emotion.  Possible examples include:

• a music festival
• coffee shop
• an art exhibition
• a campaign against poverty
• a health issue
• a homeless awareness issue

 Use a combination of hand-drawn imagery, illustration, digital processes, type design and 
image making to convey a clear message.  Present the work in a form suitable for client 
consultation.
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 Possible exploratory approaches

• Research various web page or magazine formats and compositions that interest you 
and document these in your sketchbook

• Experiment with a variety of drawing materials such as pens, brushes, inks, marker 
pens, spray paints and watercolours

• Explore hand-drawn typography and illustration to develop initial ideas
• Use mixed media, collage, photography and/or digital media to develop possible 

layouts and imagery
• Layer photographs, paper, fabric, hand-drawn type, illustrations, cut type from 

magazines to develop your style of imagery
• Assemble found objects or manipulate flexible materials such as string, wire, clay and 

cut paper to form words or images
• Photograph, manipulate and explore how these ideas could be developed into your 

finished work.

 Example Visual Arts Commissions

 School Visual Arts Commission 
 A local school is celebrating its 50th birthday and invites proposals from visual artists for 

artworks to be permanently sited in the school grounds.  Students are invited to respond to 
the school, its people, place, ethos and identity, in ways that are meaningful to them, the 
school community and the wider context.

 Public Art Commission 
 The local council want to commission a piece of public art reflecting the local area.  

The artist should reflect the unique history or geography of the area in a contemporary 
way.  The design should be innovative and creative.  The design should also be easily 
maintained and be able to stand the test of time.  Maquettes or scale models can be 
presented in the place of a realised outcome.  (This brief has the potential for realisation by 
working with local community) 

 Restaurant Visual Arts Commission 
 A new Moroccan restaurant is opening in your town.  The owners want an artist to design 

and produce one large Moroccan textiles piece to be hung in the restaurant space.  It 
should include vibrant colours and patterns inspired by Moroccan culture and imagery.  
(This brief can be adapted to suit other ethnic cuisine or community venues)

 Exhibition Commission 
 The print format is essential to the way we visualise and communicate.  A showcase is 

planned in the local library to celebrate ‘The Love of Type’, telling people about the history 
of printing and typography, which dates back to the 1500s.

 Design and create a bespoke product inspired by the history of the printed word/type.  
Examples might include furniture, artwork, crafts, jewellery, and home accessories.  The 
chosen work will be displayed and available for purchase in a pop-up showcase.
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3 Collaborative Project

 Students work in collaboration with peers, the school community, external artists, 
designers, craft practitioners, clients or studios, to develop and produce a final outcome in 
a chosen area(s) of art and design practice.

 Teachers should seek to set up projects within or beyond their school, in the community, 
with a local Arts group or practitioners, or local industry.  Potential participants might 
include primary schools, nursing homes, community halls, religious groups, theatres or 
sports clubs and venues.  The design of public artworks, public spaces, clothing, textiles, 
furniture, props and stage sets, publicity leaflets, logos, magazine covers, websites, are 
some examples of what might be produced.

 Although students will develop art or design work through collaboration, and share some 
decision making, each individual student must document the development of their ideas, 
experimentation and personal contribution for assessment.  This can be documented 
through an individual visual diary which records individual action plans and decision-
making.

 Example Collaborative Projects

 School Cross Curricular Project
 The school history department wants to have a mural created to commemorate and inform 

viewers about the atrocities of the Second World War.  As a group, students research the 
imagery of ‘Guernica’ by Picasso, the art of the holocaust and other art imagery related 
to war and conflict.  A visit to a local museum, or war museum could be used as part of 
the students’ research.  Students create their own imagery in an agreed artistic style and 
medium and plan a wall piece together.  They consult with the history department and 
other members of the school community in order to agree the final design for which they all 
create individual parts.

 Restoration Brief
 The local council require a small group of artists to visually improve three under-bridge 

areas in your town, by creating permanent works of art on the walls/structures in these 
locations.

 Key groups must be consulted and engaged with as part of this project, such as local 
schools, industry and community representatives.  Students can work with artists and 
participate in arts workshops that will help inform and inspire the local community to 
engage in the arts and view the locations as a community space.  The outcome of the 
workshops are the generation of ideas and inspiration for the main themes of the final 
series of artworks.  A series of drawings and plans are produced by the students.

 Community Arts Brief Artsekta
 Working in collaboration with community arts organisation Artsekta students create a textile 

panel depicting the rich heritage and working life of Belfast port and docks between 1863 
and 2013.  The panel will be exhibited at the Belfast Harbour Commissioner’s Office and 
will then tour to Dublin, Liverpool and Glasgow.  There is an opportunity to develop and 
apply a wide range of print, applique, dying, embroidery and other textile techniques.  The 
history and culture of Belfast and the various migrant communities that traded from the port 
and docks should be considered and inform ideas and imagery. 
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 Community Arts Brief  Printmaking, Arts Care 
 Students work with a printmaker from the organisation Arts Care to create a series of 10 

original prints for their exhibition space in the Ulster Hospital.  The theme is ‘Memories’. 
They should undertake primary research into the theme of memories, for example, 
interviewing an elderly relative for inspiration.  The exhibition must include works using at 
least two different printmaking processes such as; collagraph, lino cut, wood cut, drypoint, 
or screen printing. 

 Architecture Design Brief
 Students collaborate with an architect to design an art studio from reclaimed materials 

that will be located on the school grounds.  The space will be used by a maximum of 10 
people at a time and must include a seated area for reading and researching as well as a 
workspace that GCSE and GCE Art students may use in their free periods.  There would 
obviously be many health and safety and building regulation issues to deal with for the final 
built structure.  You should research, ideas, and develop a maquette or model, together 
with supporting information and illustrations.
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This paper must be issued to teacher examiners as soon as possible after 2nd of January so the 
centre can prepare for the candidates’ preparatory study period.

TIME ALLOWED
The paper can be issued to candidates at the centre’s discretion allowing for a preparatory 
period of at least 20 hours, followed by a 10 hour supervised timed test.  The timed test must be 
completed:

• Within a three week period
• Over no more than four timed sessions
• With the inclusion of at least one session of at least 4 hours
• Under formal supervision
• At least one week in advance of the submission of marks to CCEA date (to be 

confirmed annually)

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
This paper contains the theme and suggested starting points to be used for your prepatory 
studies, leading to your 10 hour timed test.

You are advised to read the whole paper and choose one starting point.

The total mark for this unit is 80.

Art and Design

[CODE]
SPECIMEN PAPER

Component 2

Externally Set Assignment
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Externally Set Assignment

Instructions to candidates

In this component you are required to respond to a theme or a brief and produce work which 
meets the four assessment objectives below.  You are also required to present your work for 
assessment and moderation.

You may produce work in any of the following disciplines or a combination of them:

• Fine Art – Drawing and Painting
• Fine Art – Sculpture
• Fine Art – Printmaking
• Textiles
• Ceramics
• Graphic design
• Photography
• Moving Image/animation
• Digital media
• 3D design

You should produce preparatory work to help you prepare for a final outcome.  Your final 
outcome must be produced in a 10 hour examination so it is important that you prepare carefully 
and plan appropriately considering which materials, techniques, processes and technologies 
can be used.  All the work you present for examination must be your own work.  If you use the 
work or texts of others in your research and development you must reference it clearly.

Your teacher will give you the exact instructions regarding the dates and times for your 
examination and how to submit your preparatory work and your final outcome.

The following are the four assessment objectives which you must meet.

Assessment Objectives % Weighting

AO1 Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating 
critical understanding of sources

25% 20 marks

AO2 Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and 
experimenting with appropriate media, materials, 
techniques and processes 

25% 20 marks

AO3 Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to 
intentions as work progresses

25% 20 marks

AO4 Present a personal and meaningful response 
that realises intentions and and demonstrates 
understanding of visual language

25% 20 marks
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You may use the theme presented or any of the specific briefs as a starting point for your 
work

The theme for this assessment is 

‘Reflections’

The theme Reflections has been interpreted and used by artists, designers and craftspeople in 
many interesting and unusual ways. 

Respond to any one of the following starting points:

Visual Starting Points

 

© jloezpena/iStock/Thinkstock © Ingram Publishing / Thinkstock

© Key-Kitty / istock / Thinkstocki
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© Vicheslav / iStock / Thinkstock © wests / iStock / Thinkstock

© REDALATU2 / istock / Thinkstock © peangdao / istock / Thinkstock
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Starting points for different disciplines

1 Fine Art

 ‘Reflections’ has provided an inspiration for many artists.  ‘Reflections’ can also be 
interpreted in its most literal sense, as a visual response to convey conceptual ideas, or 
in the recording of historical events.  It provides opportunities to explore observational 
drawing and mark making but can also convey thoughts, feelings and moods. 

 Artists, Frida Kahlo, Claude Monet, Anish Kapoor and MC Escher have all responded to 
the theme in different ways.

Claude Oscar Monet:  The Regatta at Argenteuil
Photo © RMN-Grand Palais (Musée D’Orsay,Paris) / Hervé Lewandowski

Copyright © The M.C. Escher Company B.V

MC Escher
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Anish Kapoor:  Sculpture
Copyright © 2010 - 2016 City of Chicago

Image licence © Banco de México Diego Rivera Frida Kahlo Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F. / DACS 2016                     
 Image credit:  Christie’s Images / Photo © Christie’s Images / Bridgeman Images
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2 Graphic Communication

 In Graphic Communication, designers have produced graphic work to reflect and record 
current affairs or events and advertise places of interest.  Milton Glaser, Jules Chéret and 
Adolphe Mouron Cassandre are designers who have explored ideas relating to reflections 
in their work.

3 Textiles

 In Textiles, designers often use reflections in nature to inspire their work.  Iris Van Herpen 
uses reflective materials and symmetry inspired by nature.  Issey Miyake’s reflection on 
nature has been a continuous source of inspiration in his dramatic haute couture fashion.  
Aine Byrne’s work is concerned with exploring and reflecting on the human life cycle.

© swim ink 2 llc / Getty Images 

© MOURON. CASSANDRE. 
Lic 2016-23-09-05  www.cassandre.fr

© Áine Byrne
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4 Three-Dimensional Design

 In Three-dimensional Design, designers often use reflective surfaces to enhance the 
function or aesthetics of a design.  Jewellery designers, ceramic artists, lighting designers 
and stained glass window makers are amongst the designers who use reflection as 
inspiration.  Examples of this can be seen in the work of Diane Sutherland, Heather Wilson 
and Dale Chihuly. 

© 2016 Craft Northern Ireland 

Image unavailable pending 
copyright approval

Heather Wilson - Untitled

www.craftni.org/products/flicker-detail-1 

Image unavailable pending 
copyright approval

Dale Chihuly – Dusky Sky Chandelier
 

www.halcyongallery.com/art/dusky-sky-
chandelier

http://www.craftni.org/products/flicker-detail-1  
http://www.halcyongallery.com/art/dusky-sky-chandelier
http://www.halcyongallery.com/art/dusky-sky-chandelier
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5 Photography and Lens based Media

 In Photography and Lens Based Media, reflections are frequently a source of inspiration.  
Vivian Maier, Daniel Kukla and Saul Leiter have all presented reflective surfaces in their 
work.

© Saul Leiter Estate / Courtesy of Howard Greenberg Gallery

© Daniel Kukla© Vivian Maier/Maloof Collection, Courtesy 
Howard Greenburg Gallery, New York
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Specific Briefs as starting points

The following visual arts and design briefs relate to the theme ‘Reflections’

6 Fine Art brief

 An interior design agency invites you to create a series of artworks for a local hotel.  The 
artwor k produced must reflect the Art Deco style of the hotel.  It can be in any of the 
following fine art disciplines; drawing, mixed media, painting or sculpture.

© vgorbash/iStock/Thinkstock

© slovegrove/iStock/Thinkstock

© The Hunterian, University of Glasgow 2016.

Charles Rennie Mackintosh
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7 Fine Art – Printmaking brief

 The National Trust invites you to create a series of prints exploring the theme of 
‘Reflections in landscape’.

 You can use any of the following printmaking processes; screen printing, mono printing, 
etching, lino cut or lithography.  You can also choose to work across several printmaking 
techniques to develop an outcome.

Brooks Shane Salzwedel
© Brooks Shane Salzwedel

Michael Goro
© Michael Goro

Stephen Magsig
© Stephen Magsig
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8 Graphic Communication brief

 A new architect practice commissions you to design his company brand identity.  The 
architect specialises in creating luxurious homes.

 You should develop a brand identity that reflects the distinct product and the service they 
provide through your use of; typography, photography, colour, logos, illustrations and 
slogans.  You can show how the brand logo may be presented on one or more of the 
following items:

• website homepage layout;
• business cards;
• flyers; or 
• posters.

Rubber Design, San Francisco
© 2001-2016 Rubber Design, Inc

Device Creative

© 2016 DEVICE, LLC
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9 Textile Design brief

 Design a garment based on the idea of reflection.  You can develop your ideas in any 
of the following textile design processes; knit, weave, embroidery, batik, print, or mixed 
media.  You may explore a range of ideas but you need to make one, full size or sample 
size, for your final outcome.  The following examples of fashion designers’ mood boards 
may inspire you. 

    

Image unavailable pending 
copyright approval

Rory Longdon – CUT & PASTE//

http://www.artsthread.com/portfolios/
cut-paste--2

© Lucy McLoughlin

http://www.artsthread.com/portfolios/cut-paste--2
http://www.artsthread.com/portfolios/cut-paste--2
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10 Three-Dimensional Design – Jewellery brief

 Design and make a unique line of jewellery.  The collection must be themed on natural 
forms and include elements of reflective surfaces.  You may want to use the following 
designers as inspiration; Hilary Bowen, Bonnie Yiu and Hanna Hedman.

© Hilary Bowen

© HANNAH HEDMAN

© Bonnie Yiu
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11 Photography and Lens Based Media brief

 Produce a series of three photographic images based on the theme ‘Reflections’.  You 
may work creatively across a variety of photographic processes and techniques such 
as; film (chemical) processes, digital processes, photograms, pin hole cameras or digital 
manipulation of images.

End of starting points

Kieron Cropper

Image unavailable pending 
copyright approval

Sebastiao Salgado - Amazon

http://www.galleryofphotography.ie/
amazon/ 

Image unavailable pending 
copyright approval

Nicholas Bell – Reflecting Tree

http://www.nicholasbellphotography.com/
p690202588/h154987e#h154987e 

© Kieron Cropper /CUR3ES

http://www.galleryofphotography.ie/amazon/   
http://www.galleryofphotography.ie/amazon/   
http://www.galleryofphotography.ie/amazon/   
http://www.nicholasbellphotography.com/p690202588/h154987e#h154987e  
http://www.nicholasbellphotography.com/p690202588/h154987e#h154987e  
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General Marking Instructions

Introduction 
Assessment matrices are intended to ensure that the GCSE assessments are marked 
consistently and fairly.  The assessment matrices provide markers with an indication of the 
nature and range of candidates’ responses likely to be worthy of credit.  They also set out the 
criteria which they should apply in allocating marks to candidates’ responses.  The assessment 
matrices can be found in Appendix 2 of the CCEA GCSE Art and Design Specification.

Assessment objectives 
Below are the assessment objectives for Art and Design. 

Candidates must: 

AO1 Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources;

AO2 Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, 
materials, techniques and processes;

AO3 Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses; and

AO4 Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates 
understanding of visual language

Quality of candidates’ responses 
In marking the work presented, markers and moderators should be looking for a quality of 
response reflecting the level of maturity which may reasonably be expected of a 16-year-old 
which is the age at which the majority of candidates sit their GCSE examinations.

Flexibility in marking 
Assessment matrices are not intended to be totally prescriptive.  No assessment matrix 
can cover all the responses which candidates may produce.  In the event of unanticipated 
responses, markers and moderators are expected to use their professional judgement to assess 
the validity of work presented.  During moderation if a response is particularly problematic, 
moderators should seek the guidance of the supervising moderator.

Positive marking 
Markers and moderators are encouraged to be positive in their marking, giving appropriate 
credit for what candidates know, understand and can do rather than penalising candidates for 
errors or omissions.  Markers and moderators should make use of the whole of the available 
mark range for any particular assessment objective and be prepared to award full marks for a 
response which is at the very top end of what might reasonably be expected of a 16-year-old 
GCSE candidate. 

Awarding zero marks 
Marks should only be awarded for valid responses and no marks should be awarded for a 
response which does not meet any of the assessment criteria.
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Quality of written communication
Quality of written communication is not formally assessed in this qualification.  Annotation and 
written communication is rewarded where it helps fulfil assessment criteria.  For example:
 

• critically analysing the work of other practitioners;
• demonstrating understanding of visual language;
• communicating meanings, ideas and intentions in their own and others’ work;
• exploring and recording ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work 

progresses;
• using appropriate specialist vocabulary; and
• demonstrating understanding of the purposes, intentions and functions of art, craft and 

design in contexts relating to their own work.

Candidates can also satisfy the above criteria through practical and visual means.
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